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Abstract
Trace replay is a common approach for evaluating systems by
rerunning historical traffic patterns, but it is not always pos-
sible to find suitable real-world traces at the desired level of
system load. Experimenting with higher traffic loads requires
upscaling a trace to artificially increase the load. Unfortu-
nately, most prior research has adopted ad-hoc approaches
for upscaling, and there has not been a systematic study of
how the upscaling approach impacts the results. One common
approach is to count the arrivals in a predefined time-interval
and multiply these counts by a factor, but this requires gen-
erating new requests/jobs according to some model (e.g., a
Poisson process), which may not be realistic. Another com-
mon approach is to divide all the timestamps in the trace by
an upscaling factor to squeeze the requests into a shorter time
period. However, this can distort temporal patterns within
the input trace. This paper evaluates the pros and cons of
existing trace upscaling techniques and introduces a new ap-
proach, TraceUpscaler, that avoids the drawbacks of existing
methods. The key idea behind TraceUpscaler is to decouple
the arrival timestamps from the request parameters/data and
upscale just the arrival timestamps in a way that preserves
temporal patterns within the input trace. Our work applies to
open-loop traffic where requests have arrival timestamps that
aren’t dependent on previous request completions. We evalu-
ate TraceUpscaler under multiple experimental settings using
both real-world and synthetic traces. Through our study, we
identify the trace characteristics that affect the quality of up-
scaling in existing approaches and show how TraceUpscaler
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avoids these pitfalls. We also present a case study demon-
strating how inaccurate trace upscaling can lead to incorrect
conclusions about a system’s ability to handle high load.
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1 Introduction
Computer systems researchers and practitioners often need to
test and experiment with their systems under realistic traffic
conditions. There are two broad approaches for generating
workload traffic. First, closed-loop traffic sends requests (aka
jobs) to the system after previous requests have completed.
This is useful for understanding the maximum throughput
characteristics achievable by the system (i.e., system capacity)
since completing requests faster will cause more requests to
be sent to the system. Second, open-loop traffic represents
requests generated from external entities (e.g., users) over
time and is most applicable for user-facing systems (e.g.,
web servers). In these cases, throughput (i.e., completion
rate) is equal to the arrival rate, assuming a stable system,
so the primary performance characteristic is latency, which
can significantly be affected by the arrival time and request
characteristics (e.g., size, type). Significant research effort has
been made to design systems to optimize latency, particularly
the tail latency characteristics [2, 26, 57, 63, 79, 104]. Our
work focuses on how to evaluate these open-loop scenarios to
accurately portray these latency characteristics. Our research
shows that failing to properly replay traffic patterns could
significantly skew results by multiple orders of magnitude,
leading to incorrect conclusions about a system’s ability to
handle various traffic conditions.
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Figure 1. Typically, publicly available traces from production
environments are collected from only a subset of the nodes.

One gold standard for performance evaluation is to uti-
lize traces of production traffic to represent real-world traffic
patterns. Throughout this paper, we use the term trace to
represent a list of requests/jobs, where each request is accom-
panied by an arrival timestamp and other relevant request
parameters. Generating experimental traffic according to a
trace is known as trace replay, and it involves sending the re-
quests based on the time intervals specified by the trace. Trace
replay is a straightforward and simple approach for generating
the traffic to a system in a realistic and reproducible manner,
but it relies upon the experimenter to have accurate traces
for their specific needs. Companies have made some traces
publicly available [25, 46, 53, 100, 106, 108], but they are
often collected from a subset of nodes in the system (Fig. 1).
Hence, they do not represent the whole traffic experienced
by the system (i.e., only a fraction of the load). As a result,
the system load from a trace may not be high enough if the
evaluation platform is larger than the portion of the system
recorded by the trace.

Thus, it is often necessary to adjust the load to appropriately
fit the size of the evaluation platform. We refer to modifying
the load of a trace as trace scaling, and experimenters often
invoke ad-hoc mechanisms that they tend to describe briefly
and vaguely or not at all. Recently, TraceSplitter [91] has
demonstrated that these common approaches can be inaccu-
rate, but it only considers downscaling, where the desired
load is lower than the load of the trace. The focus of this
paper is on upscaling traces, where the desired load is higher
than the load of the trace. While downscaling involves remov-
ing known, existing requests from a trace, upscaling requires
adding new requests to increase the load, which necessitates
fabricating requests that are representative of the input trace.

There are three predominant use cases for upscaling traces.
First, one would need to upscale traces when the evaluation
platform is larger than (the subset of) the production system
where a trace is collected. Second, practitioners need to test
hypothetical scenarios where the load has grown. For exam-
ple, if the load doubles in the next year, is the system able to
handle the load, or do practitioners need to address some scal-
ability bugs, or do they need to take a step back and develop
a more scalable design? One could answer these questions by
capturing and upscaling a trace to test this hypothetical sce-
nario. Third, it is helpful to characterize the performance of a

system by showing how latency changes as a function of load.
Latency vs. load graphs are traditionally generated by syn-
thesizing traces at various loads (e.g., with a Poisson arrival
process) and plotting the resulting latency. With upscaling,
one could take a production trace and scale it to various load
levels to have a more realistic characterization of the system
performance, with all the bursty traffic patterns and request
peculiarities of the real-world trace.
Upscaling Approaches: In practice, there are two common
approaches to upscaling. First, one could divide all the times-
tamps by an upscaling factor to squeeze the requests within a
shorter timespan, thus increasing the load. We call this Times-
pan Scaling (Tspan). Our work will show how this can distort
temporal patterns within the trace, which would misrepresent
performance effects. Second, one could count the number of
requests within time intervals (e.g., every 60 sec [39, 77] or
every 1 sec [3, 15]) and then multiply these numbers by a
scaling factor. In effect, this tracks and upscales the average
rate of requests over time, so we call this AverageRateScaling.
Importantly, this approach involves generating requests at a
higher rate, which requires some model for generating the
requests. One of the more common approaches would be to
use Poisson process to generate timestamps. However, it is
easy to generate unrealistic traces if the time interval is too
large or too small, and it is hard to gauge an appropriate time
interval when upscaling a trace since there is no indication of
the upscaling being realistic or not. Another choice users can
make is to sample from an empirical distribution of request
types/sizes/parameters. This can potentially lead to distorted
caching effects, depending on how the request parameters are
selected. The Repeat approach, which simply repeats requests
at the same timestamps from the Input trace, also suffers from
distorted caching effects due to repeating the requests.

TraceUpscaler is our new upscaling approach that main-
tains temporal patterns in the Input trace without altering any
caching patterns. Fig. 2 illustrates our approach compared
to other common approaches. To avoid altering caching be-
haviors, TraceUpscaler generates upscaled requests using the
same request parameters from the Input trace in the same
order. This is the same as the Tspan approach, except instead
of dividing the timestamps by a scaling factor, TraceUpscaler
uses the same arrival timestamp for a string of consecutive
requests in the upscaled trace. That is, the first timestamp in
the Input trace is used for multiple requests in the upscaled
trace, and the second timestamp in the Input trace is used for
the next set of requests in the upscaled trace. For example,
Fig. 2 illustrates how all the arrivals in the trace generated
by TraceUpscaler match the arrival times in the Input trace.
This avoids distorting temporal patterns since micro-bursts
and load variations in the Input trace are amplified at the
same time in the upscaled trace. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to propose this upscaling strategy. The
key idea behind our novel approach is to decouple the arrival
timestamps from the request data (i.e., request parameters)
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Figure 2. Illustration of upscaling techniques for scaling factor, f = 2. The requests are denoted by R1, R2, ..., R6, and each
request is also marked with a unique color. Tspan condenses requests into a shorter timespan, thereby increasing load at the
cost of distorting temporal patterns. One side effect is the duration for Tspan (and TraceUpscaler) becomes shorter than that of
the Input trace as more requests are needed for the higher load. AverageRateScaling generates requests at a higher arrival rate
with requests sampled from the Input trace. This can possibly distort the temporal pattern and relative ordering of the requests
compared to the Input trace. TraceUpscaler repeats timestamps similar to Repeat to maintain temporal patterns, but uses requests
from the Input trace in the same order to preserve caching effects.

and repeatedly use the same arrival timestamps when upscal-
ing. The insight behind this is twofold: (i) adhering to arrival
timestamps allows us to preserve important temporal patterns
from the Input trace, and (ii) preserving the relative ordering
of the requests allows us to maintain the caching effects from
the Input trace. Our evaluation shows that this simple and ele-
gant approach effectively overcomes the limitations of prior
approaches.
Contributions:
• We identify pitfalls with common upscaling approaches

used in practice via evaluations with both production and
synthetic traces (Sec. 5). This includes a case study (Sec. 5.5)
where current upscaling techniques inaccurately portray an
overload both in terms of its duration and magnitude, lead-
ing to incorrect conclusions about the system’s ability to
handle this overload.

• We develop TraceUpscaler, a novel upscaling approach
that realistically maintains temporal patterns and caching
effects from the Input trace, overcoming the limitations of
existing approaches.

• TraceUpscaler is available as an open-source tool at https:
//github.com/smsajal/TraceUpscaler.

2 Background and Related Work
While scaling traces to achieve a desired load is a common
practice in systems research, many works do not describe
precisely how they perform their scaling [11, 81, 102, 103,

113, 122]. This makes it hard to reproduce results and ver-
ify the soundness of the trace scaling. For the works that do
describe their scaling methodology, we can classify the ap-
proaches into three broad categories: (i) Model-Based Scaling,
(ii) Timespan Scaling, and (iii) Node Removal.

2.1 Model-Based Scaling (AverageRateScaling)
One common approach for scaling traces is to generate re-
quest arrival times and parameters based on some model
involving one or more “important” workload characteristics.
For example, request parameters are often sampled from em-
pirical distributions and arrival times are often based on using
well-known arrival processes (e.g., Poisson process) with the
arrival rates configured based on averages from the original
trace. However, generating accurate models is difficult and
requires significant time and effort [110]. Lublin et al. [70]
have explored in detail the cases where models are preferred
and important factors for developing a realistic model. There
have been efforts in more accurate model-based upscaling,
which include using time-series prediction techniques for gen-
erating synthetic arrival times [18, 37, 66, 67, 85, 96] and
fitting arrival times into distributions so that practitioners
can sample from them [55, 60]. While fitting arrival times
into empirical distributions to generate statistically similar
arrivals is a good choice to capture temporal patterns, it can
still end up distorting the cache access patterns because of
reusing existing requests to generate more requests (pitfall

https://github.com/smsajal/TraceUpscaler
https://github.com/smsajal/TraceUpscaler
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(a) Effects of different time intervals in preserving short-term bursts
in synthetic traces upscaled by AverageRateScaling.
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(b) Difference in cache hit rate with different time intervals in syn-
thetic traces upscaled by AverageRateScaling.
Figure 3. Effect of time interval on the quality of upscaling by
AverageRateScaling. This example uses an upscaling factor
f = 2 where the Input trace to AverageRateScaling is a fraction
(1/2) of the Original trace.

shown in Fig. 3b). Prior research has also focused on differ-
ent trace characteristics other than arrival times [71, 89, 110].
The Google trace [46, 86, 106, 111] has been used to generate
models [19–21, 59, 76, 84, 93–95, 99, 120, 121] that focus
on capturing key characteristics from the trace. Similarly,
there are multiple models [30, 34] generated from the Azure
trace [25] and other models [10, 17, 29, 42, 49, 87] generated
from various other production traces [6, 27, 69]. However,
experimenters trying to replay a trace typically lack both the
time and expertise to generate such models just to upscale a
trace for an experiment. In most cases, upscaling is orthog-
onal to the actual problem being solved, which leaves little
room for spending effort on modeling trace characteristics
to accurately scale them. As a result, inappropriate models
and parameters are often chosen for simplicity, which can
lead to non-representative trace scaling and wrong conclu-
sions about system performance. By contrast, TraceUpscaler
reuses request and arrival data from the trace itself, so it is

not bound to any particular model and does not suffer from
any modeling assumptions.
AverageRateScaling: In this paper, we will focus on the
following model-based scaling methodology: (i) divide the
original trace into fixed time intervals, (ii) calculate the av-
erage arrival rate for each time interval, (iii) scale the rates
by the scaling factor, and (iv) generate a new upscaled trace
where the timestamps are randomly generated from a Pois-
son process with the upscaled arrival rates and request pa-
rameters are randomly sampled from the empirical distribu-
tions for each time interval. We label this approach as Av-
erageRateScaling, and this is a popular approach to upscale
traces [5, 15, 28, 56, 75, 117].

There are three important aspects of this approach. First,
we use a time-varying Poisson process where each time inter-
val has a Poisson process. A Poisson process is a common,
well-known arrival process that has a single arrival rate pa-
rameter that can easily be scaled, but it is not the best at
representing bursty traffic. Making it time-varying helps in
capturing some of the burstiness, but it is not perfect. Fitting
traces to more complex models of arrival patterns is possible,
but experimenters prefer simple upscaling techniques to avoid
skewing results from modeling peculiarities.

Second, we empirically sample requests from each time
interval from the Input trace to represent how request param-
eters correlate with each other over time. We have not ex-
perimented with using a different time interval for empirical
request parameter distributions as that introduces an addi-
tional parameter to tune. We acknowledge that our approach
is rather simple, and one can construct a more sophisticated
model that can work better than this, but it would require
more time, expertise, and effort from the experimenter. We
hope that prior works have put sufficient thought into upscal-
ing approaches, but the side effects of upscaling are nuanced,
so a goal of this work is to demonstrate potential pitfalls
from simple approaches that researchers commonly apply in
practice.

Third, the choice of the time interval can cause the upscaled
trace to not be representative of the original trace. If the time
interval is too long, short-term bursts are eliminated by the
averaging as shown in Fig. 3a. On the other hand, if the time
interval is too short, requests from the empirical distribution
will be reused, leading to higher hit rates than the Original
trace as shown in Fig. 3b.

For a trace, the smallest time-interval possible would be
the granularity of the timestamp recorded in the trace (mil-
liseconds or seconds for typical web workloads). This would
basically repeat all the requests at their exact timestamps, as
many as needed to reach the desired load in the trace. We call
this Repeat, and our evaluation (Sec. 5) shows that although
it performs reasonably well in stateless systems, it distorts
caching effects in stateful systems. Ultimately, there is no
“right” time interval, and it is non-trivial to figure out what is
appropriate for a given trace.
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Figure 4. Impact of Tspan upscaling on temporal patterns in
a trace. This example uses an Input trace derived from half of
the Original trace. Tspan increases the load of the Input trace
by a factor of 2 to match the load of the Original trace, but the
overload duration is shorter compared to the Original trace.

2.2 Timespan Scaling (Tspan)
Another popular trace scaling approach is to scale the inter-
arrival times between requests. That is, all the arrival times are
divided by the scaling factor to shorten the timespan between
requests in the trace [14, 52, 98, 107, 107, 112, 114], and
we call this approach timespan scaling. Timespan scaling
(Tspan) is simple and easy to understand, but it can distort
the temporal patterns in the trace, which skews performance
in unrealistic ways. For example, temporary overload periods
in the input trace would be shortened in the upscaled trace,
as shown in Fig. 4; this would subject the system to a shorter
period of overload compared to the input trace. This can
lead to misleadingly optimistic conclusions (see case study in
Sec. 5.5), which can result in incorrect system management
or design decisions

2.3 Node Removal
Lastly, an orthogonal approach to increasing load in the sys-
tem is to instead remove nodes/machines from the system
without scaling the trace [110, 119]. However, one of the use
cases of upscaling is to evaluate higher loads where there may
be scalability bottlenecks, and evaluating with a smaller clus-
ter will not demonstrate the desired effect. Additionally, the
granularity of increasing load is limited by the non-fractional
nature of removing nodes from the system. Furthermore, prac-
titioners also need to consider the constraints, fragmentation,
and heterogeneity present in the nodes/machines for a proper
node removal strategy [110], which adds complexity to the
systems evaluation process.

2.4 Trace Downscaling
Downscaling traces to reduce load is a common practice
among practitioners where Sampling [16, 23, 68, 72, 82, 83,
101], AverageRateScaling [3, 39, 43, 109, 118], and Tspan [13,
38, 78, 109] have been used to generated downscaled traces.
A recent work, TraceSplitter [91], has explored the potential

pitfalls associated with these approaches and proposed a novel
downscaling technique. However, upscaling is a more diffi-
cult problem than downscaling because downscaling involves
removing requests from existing traces, whereas upscaling in-
volves introducing new requests into the trace. This is similar
to how image upscaling is harder than image downscaling due
to the addition/removal of data. Creating new requests while
preserving the realism of the original trace is difficult and
requires caution and in-depth knowledge in selecting times-
tamps and request characteristics appropriately, which is the
goal of this work.

2.5 Other Works
Designing realistic experiments for performance evaluation
of real-world computer systems has consistently garnered
interest among practitioners [50, 61, 65, 90, 92, 110]. Prior
works have looked at understanding computer benchmarking
practices [47, 61], exploring common flaws of reporting data
in experiments specific to performance evaluation in paral-
lel computing and High Performance Computing (HPC) sys-
tems [7, 31, 33, 48, 51, 70], providing in-depth analysis of per-
formance variability in computer systems [73], and generating
synthetic testbeds for reproducible experiments [80, 116]. Re-
cently, DITTO [64] has proposed an automated framework
to clone cloud applications, capturing important application
characteristics (e.g., kernel operations, application logic be-
havior, high-level performance metrics, and I/O and network
activities) without exposing original application logic. While
DITTO focuses on realistic cloning of an application, we fo-
cus on the realistic scaling of a trace that is to be replayed in
the application.

There have been prior efforts in the context of storage
traces, which include generating models from storage work-
loads [12, 40, 97, 105, 123], analyzing the challenges and
design of a time accurate storage benchmark [4], developing
accurate trace replay tools [1, 44, 54, 105, 115], facilitating
reuse of traces collected from one type of storage to another
storage system [74], and modifying traces collected from
older hardware to newer hardware [22, 36, 52, 62, 74, 107,
114, 124]. These works predominantly focus on changing
the request characteristics to suit various storage hardware in
closed-loop workloads, whereas our work focuses on scaling
the load and arrival patterns in open-loop workloads.

3 Design and Implementation
3.1 Goals and Scope
The goal of TraceUpscaler is to realistically increase the
load of an existing trace collected from a real-world system.
TraceUpscaler generates an upscaled trace based on an input
trace and upscaling factor, f (1 < f < •)1, where f is the ratio
between the desired load and the current load in the trace.

1Generating scaled trace with f < 1 is downscaling, which is out of scope of
TraceUpscaler.
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This is significantly affected by trace arrival patterns (i.e.,
arrival times) as well as how requests are generated in the
upscaled trace.

The scope of TraceUpscaler is open-loop [45] latency-
sensitive applications, which cover a broad category of cloud
systems. End users submit requests or jobs to the system
and expect a response within a reasonable amount of time.
Our work aims to provide a realistic upscaling approach that
captures the trace characteristics impacting latency, both in
the mean and tail percentiles (e.g., 99th percentile). Latency
is an important performance metric in these systems and can
capture the aggregate impact of many effects such as caching,
whether the system is overloaded, etc.
Where TraceUpscaler works: Our work focuses solely on
increasing the load (i.e., arrival rate) of a trace to evaluate
what-if scenarios where load is increased. TraceUpscaler is
designed to preserve the input trace characteristics, so that
the upscaled trace is ‘similar’ to the input trace but at a higher
load. To preserve caching behaviors, our approach utilizes the
exact same requests from the input trace in the same order.
To preserve temporal access patterns, our approach uses the
same timestamps from the input trace as well, but replicates
them to increase load. We assume that the input trace quality
is representative of what the user wants to evaluate in their
experiments. In that regard, TraceUpscaler does not make any
specific decisions for scenarios such as handling missing data,
abnormalities in trace, etc. and leaves those to the discretion
of the user.

Our evaluation demonstrates how TraceUpscaler can use
a trace collected from a subset of nodes to generate an up-
scaled trace that exhibits similar latency characteristics to the
Original trace sent to the cluster. Practitioners can also use
TraceUpscaler to generate traffic to evaluate scenarios such
as how faster machines would react under higher load, how
an increased number of nodes can handle a higher load, etc.
Where TraceUpscaler does not work: TraceUpscaler is not
designed to forecast any changes in trace characteristics that
occur due to the increased traffic. For example, in some cases
(e.g., social networks), the increased traffic might be caused
by a hot event, translating to more users requesting the same
data, leading to an increase in cache hit rate for those requests.
Conversely, increased traffic can also potentially increase the
working set of accessed requests, leading to a decrease in
cache hit rate compared to the current trace. Our approach
only focuses on preserving the caching effect, and does not
consider the possible caching behavior changes that can occur
with increased traffic. Hence, TraceUpscaler does not work
when the traffic at higher load is expected to differ signifi-
cantly from the input trace, and users need to model these
differences for their particular workload.

TraceUpscaler may not work at very high upscaling factors.
Our evaluation includes experiments with scaling factors up to
5, and we have not tested significantly higher scaling factors.

When scaling factors are too high, the specific micro-bursts
within the input trace will be magnified. Upscaling is also
limited by the data available in the input trace, so there may
not be enough requests to achieve the desired upscaling factor
and upscaled trace duration.

3.2 Key Ideas
The first key idea is to frame the trace upscaling problem
in terms of a trace reconstruction problem. TraceUpscaler
constructs an upscaled trace by reusing the same timestamps
and requests from the Input trace. This way, we maintain
realism by not introducing any synthetic data generated by a
model.

The second key idea is to separate the arrival timestamp
generation from the request parameter generation. For re-
quests in the upscaled trace, we use the existing request param-
eters from the Input trace in the same order to avoid distorting
caching behaviors. Caching systems are predominantly af-
fected by the order in which requests arrive rather than the
exact time that they arrive. Our approach thus preserves the
request ordering from the Input trace, while allowing load to
be increased through the arrival timestamp generation.

3.3 Our Proposed Method: TraceUpscaler
Our proposed upscaling approach, TraceUpscaler, generates
an upscaled trace where the request parameters exactly match
the request parameters in the Input trace in the same order.
Only the request arrival timestamps differ where the first
timestamp in the Input trace is used across f consecutive re-
quests in the upscaled trace and the second timestamp in the
Input trace is used for the following f consecutive requests.
Thus, we preserve the same request ordering from the Input
trace2 along with its caching characteristics while increasing
the load by having f times the number of requests arriving
within a given time period. Using the same timestamp for
multiple upscaled requests allows us to maintain the temporal
patterns from the Input trace. For example, bursts within the
Input trace would appear as bursts in the upscaled trace at the
same time and for the same duration. Fig. 2 shows an example
of how we reconstruct an upscaled trace with an upscaling
factor f = 2. Though simple, we find through our evaluation
that this approach effectively overcomes some of the limita-
tions of prior approaches. When dealing with non-integral
upscaling factors (i.e., f is not an integer), TraceUpscaler
uses a timestamp for b f c + 1 consecutive requests with prob-
ability (f�bfc) or b f c consecutive requests otherwise. This
results in an upscaling factor of f on average throughout the
trace. We conduct experiments in Sec. 5.3 to demonstrate that

2For the requests in the upscaled trace that have the same arrival timestamp,
the ordering matches the Input trace so that the trace replayer will first pick
the earlier request from the Input trace. As with any concurrent system,
there’s a chance for requests to occur out of order, but our trace ordering
biases the requests to follow the order in the Input trace. We discuss the
sensitivity of this in Sec. 6.
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TraceUpscaler performs well when dealing with non-integral
scaling.

To develop our approach, we take inspiration from Tspan
(for using only the requests from the Input trace) and Repeat
(for reusing only the timestamps from the Input trace). Tspan
and TraceUpscaler use the same requests in the same order,
but the former’s approach to upscaling the timestamps results
in skewed temporal patterns as described in Sec. 2.2. Repeat
uses the same timestamps as TraceUpscaler, but it also re-
peats the requests, which impacts caching systems since the
repeated requests are easily cachable. By separately recon-
structing timestamps and request data, TraceUpscaler pro-
duces upscaled traces that preserve the temporal and caching
behaviors of the input trace, combining the best aspects of
Tspan and Repeat. Our evaluation in Sec. 5 demonstrates that
TraceUpscaler is the best upscaling approach in preserving
latency characteristics.

One important caveat of using TraceUpscaler (and Tspan)
is that they require a longer input trace duration than the
output upscaled trace. For example, producing a 5-minute
upscaled trace with 2⇥ load would require a 10 minute or
longer input trace. Since production systems can often collect
traces over a long period of time, often multiple days [25,
46, 86, 106, 111], we do not expect this limitation to create a
serious barrier against using TraceUpscaler in practice.

4 Evaluation Methodology
One of the most challenging aspects of evaluating trace up-
scaling is determining whether the upscaling was done realis-
tically. Fig. 5 shows the design of our evaluation methodology.
To evaluate realism, we need some ground truth trace that we
can compare upscaled traces against, and as Fig. 5 shows, we

use an Original trace as the ground truth. We replay this trace
in the system and collect log and latency statistics from the
system. From the logs, we identify the traffic experienced by
each node in the system. We then take the traffic experienced
by a subset of the nodes and upscale them with an upscaling
factor (f) to match the load in the Original trace. We then
replay the upscaled trace in the system and record the latency
statistics from the system as before. Finally, we compare the
latencies from the Original and upscaled traces to determine
how closely they match. We determine the realism of upscal-
ing by seeing how closely the latency from an upscaled trace
matches that from the Original trace. A good upscaling tech-
nique should mimic the performance of the Original trace
even though the Input trace to the upscaler is only a subset of
the Original trace.

4.1 Metrics
Our main performance metric is latency as it is of primary
interest in the context of latency-sensitive open-loop appli-
cations. We compare the latency distributions between the
Original and upscaled traces to see which upscaling approach
matches the Original trace behavior most closely. For our
system with caching, we also look at the Cache Hit Rate as a
means of explaining the latency characteristics. All metrics
reported are averages of five runs (unless otherwise specified)
and error bands demonstrate standard errors. Most of our ex-
periments use a 2⇥ scaling factor by default, and we explore
other scaling factors in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4.

4.2 Comparison Approaches
This section describes the comparison upscaling approaches,
which are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Repeat: In this approach, we repeat all requests and arrival
timestamps by the upscaling factor. Possible variations of this
approach include adding small offsets (random, deterministic,
etc.) to the timestamps. From our initial evaluations, we have
found that this does not substantially impact the performance
of Repeat. Hence, we decided to focus on the simplest version
with repeated timestamps/requests.
AverageRateScaling: This upscaling technique is described
in Sec. 2.1, and we select a time interval of 10s to not be
too large or too small. There could be a better time interval,
but analyzing the input trace to fine tune the time interval is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Tspan: In this approach, we divide all arrival timestamps by
the upscaling factor, as described in Sec. 2.2.
Fold: In this approach, we split the whole trace into f con-
secutive parts, and then we overlap these parts to create an
upscaled trace. For example, we can upscale by a factor of
2 by overlapping the first half of the trace with the second
half of the trace. This intuitive method seems promising in
theory, but suffers from averaging out micro-bursts in the
trace because the micro-bursts within each part do not overlap
exactly, and we demonstrate this in Sec. 5.1.1 and Sec. 5.5.
This may be desirable if one wanted to experiment with the
effects of overlapping trace segments, but our goal is to mimic
the behavior seen in the Input trace exactly as-is.

4.3 Applications and Cluster Hardware
We conduct our evaluations across two different web appli-
cation systems — one stateful (DeathStarBench) and one
stateless (MediaWiki) — as representatives of real-world ap-
plications. These are run on the nodes (i.e., VMs) in Fig. 5.
We develop a simple trace replayer as the client application
that generates web requests to the applications and measures
performance statistics. Both the applications and client pro-
gram are deployed in Azure using Standard Ds v5 series VMs
(Tbl. 1) running Ubuntu 18.04.

VM Size vCPU Memory (GiB)
Standard_D2s_v5 2 8
Standard_D4s_v5 4 16
Standard_D8s_v5 8 32

Table 1. VM types used in experiments.
DeathStarBench: We use the social network application from
DeathStarBench [35], a modern distributed end-to-end bench-
mark with 30 microservices (e.g., application logic, web
servers, databases). We use the read_home_timeline work-
load, where the homepage is populated by 64 posts from a
user’s social network timeline. We populate the social net-
work with the Reed98 [88] dataset, which creates a total of
962 users in the system, and we insert 250 random posts per
user, creating a total of 240,500 posts in the system. We add
caching support through a lightweight HTTP reverse proxy
cache, Varnish [41], which is placed in front of the whole

DeathStarBench application. We use this setup as an example
of a stateful application in our evaluation.

For DeathStarBench, we use two D4s nodes for the major-
ity of the experiments where we upscale one of the node’s
traffic by a factor of 2. We balance the load between the two
nodes using an Nginx load balancer employing the Weighted
Round-Robin load balancing policy. For the Non-Integral
Scaling experiments (Sec. 5.3) and Extreme Scaling experi-
ments (Sec. 5.4), we experiment with other upscaling factors
besides 2 by adjusting the weights to send different propor-
tions of traffic (e.g., 2:1 ratio) to the nodes. For example, the
trace collected from the node receiving 2/3 of the requests
is used for the 1.5⇥ upscaling experiment, while the trace
collected from the node receiving 1/3 of the requests is used
for the 3⇥ upscaling experiment. Since these nodes receive
different proportions of traffic, we naturally vary the node size
using combinations of D8s, D4s, and D2s VM types. Across
the experiments, the DeathStarBench setup experienced a
peak rate of 352 requests/second with an average between
116.8-172.75 requests/second. Each request accesses 64 posts
where each post contains 256+ characters.
MediaWiki: We deploy MediaWiki [8], which is a multi-tier
web application used to run Wikipedia. Our workload targets
the stateless web application tier. Each request accesses a
webpage with the response being the webpage content.

For MediaWiki, we use 16 application nodes, each being
deployed in D4s VM types. We balance the load between
these nodes using an Nginx load balancer employing the Least
Connections load balancing policy. To avoid bottlenecks in
the database layer, we create 3 database instances, each being
deployed in a D8s VM type. Each database hosts the data for
5-6 MediaWiki nodes, and we use a read-only workload, so
we do not synchronize the databases. In our experiments, the
complete MediaWiki setup experienced a peak arrival rate of
1397 requests/second with an average 383 requests/second.
Trace Replayer: Our trace replayer is responsible for gen-
erating the traffic to the applications. It is implemented as
a multi-threaded application written in Java to send HTTP
requests according to the trace supplied to it. The client appli-
cation is highly configurable to mimic real-world multi-client
traffic in accordance to the trace supplied to it. The client does
not require many resources and is deployed on one D2s VM.
It is not a bottleneck at the scale of our system (2-16 nodes).

4.4 Traces
Our evaluation uses traces collected from a real-world produc-
tion system (Microsoft OneRF) and synthetically generated
traces. We use arrival timestamps from the Microsoft OneRF
traces to demonstrate how real-world arrival patterns are im-
pacted by TraceUpscaler and current upscaling approaches.
The synthetic traces help us explain the reasons behind the
shortcomings of current approaches.
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Microsoft OneRF traces: The Microsoft OneRF traces [9]
were collected from a datacenter on the US East Coast in Feb-
ruary 2018. OneRF is a common webpage rendering frame-
work used to serve a wide-range of Microsoft’s storefront
properties including news (msn.com) and online retail soft-
ware stores (microsoft.com, xbox.com). This production trace
collects high-level web requests from users arriving at OneRF,
which are served by more than 20 different backend systems,
such as product catalogues, recommender systems, user en-
titlement systems, etc. The trace contains the arrival time of
requests at millisecond granularity.

To create the Original trace (Fig. 5), we use arrival times-
tamps from the Microsoft OneRF trace with request parame-
ters from the benchmarks/applications as described in Sec. 4.3
since the OneRF trace does not have request parameter data
relevant to our evaluation applications (e.g., no request size
information). We then run the Original trace in each applica-
tion and collect traces from a subset of nodes to represent the
Input trace. Each upscaling approach uses only the subset of
data in the Input trace to generate an upscaled trace, and we
compare the performance when running the upscaled trace
and Original trace on the same system.

In our experiments, we pick 15 minute traces from the
different backends that have a suitable load for our cluster
(i.e., Original trace load is neither too high nor too low).
Since Tspan and TraceUpscaler require a higher number of
input requests to generate an upscaled trace, the upscaled
traces from these policies are much shorter in duration than
the Input trace. Thus to evaluate all policies for the same
duration, we run each of the upscaled traces for 5 minutes.
These durations are too short to evaluate long-term caching
effects, and we only evaluate short-term (minutes) caching
effects where Repeat and AverageRateScaling fail.
Synthetic traces: We synthesize bursty and non-bursty ar-
rival patterns to isolate trace characteristics that impact the
quality of the upscaled traces. We generate the arrival times
in the trace by using a Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) [32], which randomly switches between multiple
Poisson Processes. By controlling the transitions between
the Poisson processes, we can create bursty and non-bursty
traces, which serve the purpose of our investigation. The re-
quest parameters are randomly generated for each evaluation
application as described in Sec. 4.3.

5 Experimental Results
5.1 Results using Arrival Times from Production Traces
5.1.1 Results from Stateful Setup. Fig. 6 shows results
from experiments in the stateful DeathStarBench setup. We
create 3 different traces using arrival timestamps from the Mi-
crosoft OneRF trace. Across all three cases, TraceUpscaler is
the closest to Original (ground truth), so it is the most accurate
trace upscaling approach in representing latency character-
istics. Repeat performs poorly since repeated requests can
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(a) Microsoft OneRF Trace: Case 1
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(b) Microsoft OneRF Trace: Case 2
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(c) Microsoft OneRF Trace: Case 3
Figure 6. Comparison of different upscaling techniques in the
stateful system (DeathStarBench system with an added fron-
tend cache — details in Sec. 5.1.1), using traces with arrival
timestamps from the Microsoft OneRF trace. The closer the
latency for an upscaling technique is to Original, the better it
is in realistic upscaling.

directly return data from the cache, hence bypassing the per-
formance impacts experienced by the Original traffic from
generating the dynamic webpage content. AverageRateScal-
ing performs poorly since short term bursts are smoothed out
when computing the average rates. Furthermore, requests can
be repeated when request parameters are sampled from the
empirical request distribution, which leads to higher cache
hit rates compared to the Original trace. This also contributes
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Figure 7. Comparison of different upscaling techniques in
the MediaWiki system where the stateless application tier
is the limiting resource (details in Sec. 5.1.2), using a trace
with arrival timestamps from the Microsoft OneRF trace. The
closer the latency for an upscaling technique is to Original,
the better it is in realistic upscaling.

to the consistently lower latency of AverageRateScaling com-
pared to the Original trace. Tspan is closer to Original than
Repeat and AverageRateScaling because it does not distort
the caching effects, but it still suffers from failing to pre-
serve short term burst and overload characteristics in the trace.
We explore this effect in greater detail with synthetic traces
in Sec. 5.2. Lastly, Fold is similar to Tspan since it over-
laps bursty and non-bursty periods, resulting in less severe
burstiness.

5.1.2 Results from Stateless Setup. To explore the effects
without a cache, we next conduct experiments in the stateless
MediaWiki application using a trace with arrival timestamps
from the Microsoft OneRF trace. The results from that experi-
ment are shown in Fig. 7. Once again, TraceUpscaler closely
matches the latency characteristics of Original, but this time,
Repeat also works well. This is because repeating requests
introduces an appropriate amount of work at an appropriate
time. So surprisingly, even a simple upscaling policy that
repeats requests can work well assuming the application is
agnostic to whether a request is new or repeated (i.e., stateless
systems). As before, AverageRateScaling performs poorly
due to smoothing out the bursts, and Tspan skews the tem-
poral burst and overload patterns, both of which change the
latency characteristics.

5.2 Results using Synthetic Arrival Times
We synthetically generate traces in this section to explore
how trace characteristics and system attributes impact the
accuracy of upscaling techniques. In our investigation, we
identify two characteristics that significantly affect upscaling
techniques: (i) short-term burstiness, and (ii) request caching
in the system.

5.2.1 Impact of Burstiness. Short-term burstiness can cause
temporary strain in the system. Depending on the duration

and load of the short-term burst, it can temporarily overload
the system and impact latency, especially at high percentiles.

We generate and use two different traces with short-term
burstiness in DeathStarBench and MediaWiki, and their re-
sults are shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b, respectively. AverageR-
ateScaling fails to faithfully recreate short-term burstiness in
the trace, as it averages out the bursts in the trace. This results
in lower latency than the Original trace.

Tspan distorts the temporal pattern of the trace by shrinking
the burst times in the trace. To understand this effect, Fig. 9
shows the queue length characteristics in the Original trace
and how Tspan fails to replicate that whereas TraceUpscaler
succeeds in replicating the queueing behavior. Due to the
shortening of overload periods in Tspan, the requests do not
spend much time in the queue. Subsequently, the queue length
over time is much smaller in Tspan than in Original. As a
result, latencies with Tspan are significantly lower than Origi-
nal. TraceUpscaler preserves the overload characteristics in
the trace, which translates to matching the queue length of
the Original trace. To confirm this effect, Fig. 10a shows the
results from a synthetic trace generated from a Poisson arrival
process, which is far less bursty.3 Tspan is much closer to
Original than in Fig. 8 since the burstiness is significantly
lower, but Tspan is still not as good as TraceUpscaler, be-
cause Tspan distorts the short term temporal pattern in the
Original trace, while TraceUpscaler maintains that.

The major pitfall of the Repeat policy is in failing to real-
istically represent the cache usage patterns. In systems with
a cache (Fig. 8a), the repeated requests get cached and sig-
nificantly distort latency characteristics. In stateless systems
(Fig. 8b), Repeat performs closely to Original indicating that
repeating the timestamps is a good way to maintain temporal
patterns.

Our approach, TraceUpscaler, accurately upscales times-
tamps by repeating timestamps similarly to Repeat, but it
does not reuse requests and follows the same request ordering
as in the Input trace to maintain caching behaviors, similar
to Tspan. This results in producing the best quality upscaled
traces in both stateful and stateless systems.

5.2.2 Impact of Caching. To show the impact of caching
in isolation, we create a synthetic trace with a Poisson ar-
rival process, which is far less bursty than the traces de-
scribed in Sec. 4.4. Since we want to demonstrate the impact
of caching, we use the trace in our DeathStarBench setup
(Sec. 4.3), and collect the cache hit statistics from frontend
Varnish cache to see how those are preserved in different
upscaling techniques. As shown in Fig. 10b, Repeat gets a
consistent cache hit rate of around 50% due to exactly re-
peating each request twice (due to 2⇥ upscaling). Similarly,
since AverageRateScaling randomly samples requests from
each time interval, we can see the requests getting repeated

3Even though less bursty, it still has some small bursts.
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(a) Synthetic bursty trace: DeathStarBench (stateful)
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(b) Synthetic bursty trace: MediaWiki (stateless)
Figure 8. Comparison of different upscaling techniques when handling bursty synthetic traces (details in Sec. 5.2.1).
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(b) CDF of Queue Length
Figure 9. Queue length from the Fig. 6c experiment. We can see from Fig. 9a that Tspan fails to recreate the longer queues that
develop throughout the Original trace, whereas TraceUpscaler succeeds in doing so. The shorter burst periods in Tspan results in
shorter queues in the system. This lowers the queueing times, thus distorting the latency characteristics of the upscaled trace.
Fig. 9b shows that across the distribution of queue lengths, Tspan is missing the high queue lengths seen in the Original trace and
replicated in TraceUpscaler, which explains why the latency from Tspan is consistently lower than the Original trace.

and growing in cache hit rate until the next time interval be-
gins. These phenomena explain the much lower latency from
Repeat and AverageRateScaling compared to the Original
trace, as shown in Fig. 10a. On the other hand, Tspan and
TraceUpscaler both capture the cache access pattern of the
original trace properly.

5.3 Non-integral Scaling
We now consider cases where the upscaling factor is not an
integer, i.e., fractional numbers. We evaluate two upscaling
factors (f = 1.25 and f = 1.5) in the DeathStarBench setup.
Fig. 11 shows results from a trace with arrival timestamps
from real-world traces (details in Sec. 4.4). Fig. 12 shows
results from a bursty trace with synthetic arrival timestamps.
From both sets of results along with the earlier f = 2 results,
we can see that TraceUpscaler does better than the baselines
in preserving latency properties. Of note, the Repeat approach
varies the most between scaling factors, which is due to the
fraction of repeated requests. With f = 1.25, only a quarter

of requests are repeated, so there is a smaller impact from
caching than the f = 1.5 and f = 2 cases.

5.4 Extreme Scaling
We next investigate the efficacy of our upscaling approach
in scenarios where the upscaling factor is much higher than
2. We evaluate two upscaling factors (f = 3 and f = 5) in the
DeathStarBench setup. Fig. 13 shows results from a trace with
arrival timestamps from real-world traces (details in Sec. 4.4).
Fig. 14 shows results from a bursty trace with synthetic arrival
timestamps. We can see that even when upscaling by a very
large factor, TraceUpscaler does a reasonable job of matching
latency characteristics of the Original trace, outperforming
all the baselines. However, upscaling itself is a process that
generates hypothetical traces with higher loads, so it is not
expected to be 100% realistic. Our results show that TraceUp-
scaler does a reasonable job at preserving trace characteristics
even with extreme upscaling factors of 5, but such extreme
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(b) Cache hit rate (%) over time.
Figure 10. Comparison of different upscaling techniques in the stateful DeathStarBench setup using a trace without significant
burstiness (Poisson process at a fixed rate). This result demonstrates the impact on cache access characteristics due to different
upscaling techniques (details in Sec. 5.2.2).
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(a) upscaling factor, f = 1.25
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(b) upscaling factor, f = 1.5
Figure 11. Comparison of different upscaling techniques when upscaling by a non-integral upscaling factor in the stateful
DeathStarBench setup using a trace with arrival timestamps from the Microsoft OneRF trace (details in Sec. 5.3).
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(a) upscaling factor, f = 1.25
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(b) upscaling factor, f = 1.5
Figure 12. Comparison of different upscaling techniques when upscaling by a non-integral upscaling factor in the stateful
DeathStarBench setup using a trace with synthetic arrival timestamps (details in Sec. 5.3).

upscaling should be treated with caution. We have not eval-
uated how TraceUpscaler performs with higher upscaling
factors, and do not make any claims about the performance
of TraceUpscaler under those scenarios.

5.5 Representing Overloads
The previous results demonstrate the efficacy of TraceUp-
scaler in upscaling traces while preserving latency character-
istics, but how does inaccurately representing latency impact
experiments and system decisions? We conduct a case study
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(a) upscaling factor, f = 3
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(b) upscaling factor, f = 5
Figure 13. Comparison of different upscaling techniques when upscaling by an extreme upscaling factor (>2) in the stateful
DeathStarBench setup using a trace with arrival timestamps from the Microsoft OneRF trace (details in Sec. 5.4).
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(a) upscaling factor, f = 3
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(b) upscaling factor, f = 5
Figure 14. Comparison of different upscaling techniques when upscaling by an extreme upscaling factor (>2) in the stateful
DeathStarBench setup using a trace with synthetic arrival timestamps (details in Sec. 5.4).

where we select an Original trace that temporarily overloads
the system. Ideally, the upscaling should produce an upscaled
trace that illustrates the same temporary overload so that the
experimenter would conclude that the system cannot handle
the high load in the Original and upscaled traces.

Fig. 15 shows the latency over time where the load is tem-
porarily too high for our experimental DeathStarBench setup
(i.e., overloads our experimental cluster). We create the trace
for this experiment using arrival timestamps from a Microsoft
OneRF trace exhibiting temporary elevated load. We see that
only TraceUpscaler can recreate the overload in the system
just like in the Original trace. Repeat and AverageRateScaling
fail to represent the overload due to increased cache access
and suppressing short-term bursts, respectively. Tspan some-
what preserves the overload, although it has been squeezed to
a shorter duration (and occurs earlier) in the upscaled trace.
Fold exhibits an overload at the same time as the Original
trace, but the magnitude of the overload is reduced since the
folding process overlaps the temporary overload time period
with a non-overloaded period.

Due to these inaccuracies, the upscaling technique could
lead practitioners into a false sense of security. With Aver-
ageRateScaling and Repeat, one might think the system is
fully capable of handling the high load without any issue,
when in fact it can be severely overloaded. Furthermore, prac-
titioners may invest in expensive caching solutions to handle
the upscaled traces from Repeat and AverageRateScaling
when in practice there may not be as much repetition in the
workload. With Tspan and Fold, one might detect the pres-
ence of an overload, but might be misled into the magnitude
and duration of overloads. While this can lead the practitioner
toward the actual bottleneck in the system, they might still
be lacking information about correct amount of resources
needed to resolve the bottleneck. The goal of our work is to
raise awareness for potential pitfalls that may occur when
upscaling traces and introduce a new approach, TraceUp-
scaler, that does a much better job at preserving the trace
characteristics when upscaling.

6 Discussion
Evaluation on different systems: For our evaluation, we in-
tentionally upscaled traces on the same system as the Original
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Figure 15. Comparison of different upscaling techniques in
recreating temporary overload characteristics in the stateful
DeathStarBench setup using a trace with arrival timestamps
from the Microsoft OneRF trace (details in Sec. 5.5).

trace so that we have a baseline to compare our results against.
Our evaluation methodology is designed to eliminate con-
founding factors and focus solely on the upscaling changes
to the trace itself. In practice, traces are sometimes run on
different systems and applications than the Original system,
and handling these differences is a complementary problem.
For example, DITTO [64] addresses the problem of creating
a synthetic application to mimic an Original application. By
contrast, our focus is on how we can manipulate the traces to
increase the load in a realistic manner. This can be used to
increase the load to account for system differences such as
more hardware resources, newer hardware generations, dif-
ferent system designs/architectures, etc. The performance of
these different systems will naturally be different from the
Original system, and the goal of our work is to justify that
these performance differences are not due to peculiarities in
the upscaling process.
Preserving latency characteristics: Trace upscaling is a sub-
jective process whereby one is synthesizing a what-if scenario
to evaluate performance under a higher rate of incoming traf-
fic. In this work, we focus on preserving latency characteris-
tics (including at high tail percentiles) for open-loop systems
because latency is the primary performance metric in these
use cases and also serves as a good proxy metric for repre-
senting the behaviors of a system. There have been works that
scale traces in closed-loop systems [74], but directly trans-
ferring solutions developed for closed-loop systems for trace
upscaling in open-loop systems can lead to failure in captur-
ing tail latency characteristics [24, 58]. Arrival timestamps are
only relevant for open-loop systems, and our research shows
that the way that timestamps are upscaled can significantly
impact performance. We also consider cache hit rate, and in
practice, there may be other metrics of interest. Maintaining
multiple trace characteristics during the upscaling process is
ideal, but it may not always be possible and is beyond the
scope of our work.
High upscaling factors: Our results evaluate TraceUpscaler
across a range of upscaling factors including non-integral and

aggressive (up to 5⇥) factors, but upscaling is fundamentally
limited by the input data, and thus it cannot be expected to
always work for high upscaling factors. As an analogy, the
quality of upscaling an image or video is limited by the input
data. We recommend experimenters to use caution when using
high upscaling factors and be cognizant of the contexts of
their experiments/studies in relation to the upscaling approach
to avoid the pitfalls described in this work.
Sensitivity of TraceUpscaler to timestamp alignment: In ad-
dition to repeating timestamps, we have also experimented
with tweaking TraceUpscaler to use different types of times-
tamp offsets (e.g., fixed offsets, random offsets, randomly
between successive requests, uniformly spaced between suc-
cessive requests), but the results did not show any noticeable
difference. Our results indicate that TraceUpscaler works well
when the relative order of requests is preserved. Hence, we
opt to repeat requests at the exact same time, as it is the sim-
plest approach, preserves the original timestamps, and does
not introduce bias from the practitioner in terms of choosing
timestamp offsets. Similar effects were observed from the
performance of Repeat.
Deployment of TraceUpscaler: We have designed TraceUp-
scaler to work as an offline stand-alone tool that upscales
the collected traces to generate upscaled traces to be used
for trace replay. Practitioners can use TraceUpscaler to gen-
erate appropriately upscaled traces spanning any number of
nodes. TraceUpscaler does not need to be deployed in an
existing cluster/system since it only operates on the trace
data. However, users can easily integrate it as part of their
experimental load generator/replayer to generate upscaled
load representative of an already existing trace.

7 Conclusion
This paper conducts the first study on upscaling traces to in-
crease load in latency-sensitive open-loop applications. We
motivate the need for accurate upscaling techniques and raise
awareness for how current practices are inadequate in repre-
senting latency characteristics in upscaled traces. We address
these pitfalls by introducing a novel upscaling technique,
TraceUpscaler, that realistically upscales traces while pre-
serving temporal patterns, caching-related effects, and latency
characteristics. Through extensive evaluation, we demonstrate
how TraceUpscaler outperforms existing approaches in up-
scaling realistically. TraceUpscaler is available as an open
source tool to help the community conduct more realistic
experiments when upscaling traces.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact is contained within two repositories. Our pub-
lic GitHub repository contains the TraceUpscaler code for
upscaling traces. Our public Zenodo repository contains the
scripts, configurations, and instructions for reproducing the
results from the paper. Since we cannot release the private
Microsoft OneRF trace data, we only include the synthetic
trace data used for Fig. 8a and Fig. 10a. We also provide
a video that shows how to use the TraceUpscaler tool to
upscale traces in practice.

A.2 Description & Requirements
A.2.1 How to access.

TraceUpscaler: To access TraceUpscaler, a user can use
either of the following options:
1. GitHub link:

https://github.com/smsajal/TraceUpscaler
2. Zenodo Link:

https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10042017
(DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10042017)

A.2.2 Hardware dependencies. TraceUpscaler does not
have any specific hardware dependencies. Reproducing our
results requires using the VM types as described in Sec. 4.3.

A.2.3 Software dependencies.

TraceUpscaler: The TraceUpscaler software was devel-
oped using —
1. Java 17 (Amazon Corretto)
2. Apache Commons Lang 3.12.0
3. Apache Commons Math 3.6.1
4. Google Gson 2.7

Reproducing results: All of these were deployed in Azure
VMs running Ubuntu 18.04.

DeathStarBench:
1. Docker 24.0.2
2. libssl-dev 1.1.1
3. libz-dev 1.2.11
4. luarocks 2.4.2
5. luasocket 3.1.0-1
6. Python 3.6.9

a. multidict 5.2.0
b. yarl 1.7.2
c. typing_extensions 4.1.1
d. async_timeout 4.0.2
e. idna_ssl 1.1.0
f. charset_normalizer 3.0.1
g. aiosignal 1.2.0
h. aiohttp 3.8.5

7. Nginx 1.25.2
8. Varnish Http Cache 6.6.1

MediaWiki:
1. MediaWiki 1.35.2
2. PHP 7.4
3. libapache2-mod-php7.4
4. php7.4-mcrypt
5. php7.4-mbstring
6. php7.4-xml
7. php7.4-mysql
8. MySQL 8.0.35
9. Apache2 Server 2.4.41

10. Nginx 1.18.0

A.2.4 Benchmarks. We evaluate our work using the Death-
StarBench and MediaWiki benchmarks as described in Sec. 4.3.

A.3 Set-up
A.3.1 TraceUpscaler: Install the software dependencies
and run TraceUpscaler according to the README in either the
GitHub or Zenodo repository. The README contains details
about the parameters for running TraceUpscaler, the trace
format, etc.

A.3.2 Reproducing Results: For setting up the DeathStar-
Bench and MediaWiki setups, please follow the instructions
in the README files in their respective directories in the Zen-
odo repository. The README contains details about setting up
the systems across multiple VMs, important configurations,
scripts and instructions for running the experiments, etc.

A.4 Evaluation workflow.
A.4.1 Major Claims.
• (C1): TraceUpscaler outperforms all the other baselines in

preserving the latency characteristics of the Original trace
when upscaling. This is demonstrated by multiple experi-
ments in Sec. 5, and we provide the Bursty synthetic trace
data for reproducing the experiment in the DeathStarBench
setup (results shown in Fig. 8a).

• (C2): Tspan does badly in handling bursts in traces, and in
the absence of the bursts, it does reasonably well in upscal-
ing. AverageRateScaling does badly due to distorting the
cache access pattern present in the original trace and po-
tential failure to capture bursts. For a stateful system such
as DeathStarBench, the distorted cache access contributes
more to the failure of replicating latency characteristics.
Hence, even in the absence of bursts, AverageRateScaling
does poorly. This is shown by the experiment in Sec. 5.2.2,
and we provide the synthetic trace data for reproducing the
result shown in Fig. 10a.

A.4.2 Experiments.

Experiment (E1). : [TraceUpscaler Outperforms Other]
[10 human-minutes + 3 compute-hour]: Runs an Original
bursty synthetic trace and upscaled traces from a subtrace
of the Original trace using different upscaling techniques.
The expected result shows that TraceUpscaler most closely

https://youtu.be/fn0u6IwUwg8
https://github.com/smsajal/TraceUpscaler
https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10042017
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matches the latency distribution of the Original trace, while
the other upscaling technique traces do not. The result plot
should match the trends in Fig. 8a.
[How to]

[Preparation] Please make sure you have setup the envi-
ronment as described in Sec. A.3.2.

[Execution] Please run the run_8a.sh shell script in the
deathstar/Archive/experiments/scripts directory. This would
start an experiment that is expected to run for around 3 hours.

[Results] To create the plot, run the python file located in
deathstar/Archive/experiments/scripts/src/plotting/plot_gen.py
with the first parameter being the address of the results direc-
tory.

Experiment (E2). : [Explanation of Shortcomings of Tspan
and AverageRateScaling ] [10 human-minutes + 3 compute-
hour]: Runs an Original non-bursty synthetic trace and up-
scaled traces from a subtrace of the Original trace using dif-
ferent upscaling techniques. The expected result shows that

TraceUpscaler most closely matches the latency distribution
of the Original trace, Tspan does reasonably well, and the
other upscaling techniques do not work well. The result plot
should match the trends in Fig. 10a.
[How to]

[Preparation] Please make sure you have setup the envi-
ronment as described in Sec. A.3.2.

[Execution] Please run the run_10a.sh shell script in the
deathstar/Archive/experiments/scripts directory. This would
start an experiment that is expected to run for around 3 hours.

[Results] To create the plot, run the python file located in
deathstar/Archive/experiments/scripts/src/plotting/plot_gen.py
with the first parameter being the address of the results direc-
tory.
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